INTRODUCTION
Up to now, collision-induced breakup of raindrops has only been investigated in laboratory experiments with very limited sample of colliding drops of different sizes. McTaggart-Cowan and List (1975) , Low and List (1982a) [abbreviated by LL82a] and Low and List (1982b) [abbreviated by LL82b], for example, derived coalescence efficiencies and numbers and size distributions of fragment drops resulting from collision-induced breakup from laboratory experiments with ten different pairs of large raindrops. Ochs et al. (1986) deduced coalescence efficiencies from experiments with ten different pairs of small precipitation drops and and Beard and Ochs (1995) [abbreviated by BO95] investigated collision-induced breakup from experiments with four different pairs of drops. From their laboratory experiments, LL82a,b and BO95 developed parameterizations of coalescence efficiencies and size distributions of breakup fragments that are the one most frequently applied in meteorological cloud simulation models.
Recently, Beheng et al. (2006) [abbreviated by BE06] applied the VOF (Volume-of-Fluid) code FS3D (free surface 3D) model developed at the Institute of Aerospace Thermodynamics in Stuttgart, Germany to perform direct numerical simulations of collision-induced breakup of raindrops enlarging the database of LL82a,b to some 18 different pairs of colliding raindrops. The present study proceeds with the work of BE06 expanding the database to some 32 different pairs of drops. The model and setup as well as first results are explained in detail and compared with the findings of LL82a,b in Schlottke et al. (2008) .
SIMULATION RESULTS
Overall, 32 drop pairs of sizes d L (large drops) and d S (small drops) are investigated. The drop pairs and sizes are listed in Tab. 1. The first ten drop pairs are identical to those investigated by LL82a,b and the first 18 drop pairs are identical to those of BE06. For each drop pair, six simulations are carried out. The simulations for each drop pair differ in the initial horizontal distance of the colliding drops, described by the excentricity ε that is the ratio of the horizontal distance δ of the droplet centers to the arithmetic mean of their diameters 
COALESCENCE EFFICIENCIES
Coalescence efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of collisions resulting in a permanent unification to the number of all collisions. In case of coalescence, the total energy E T of coalescence must be dissipated by the coalesced drop, where E T is the sum E T = CKE + ∆S of the collision kinetic energy CKE and the energy ∆S resulting from net loss of surface area during unification with the incident drops. Collision kinetic energy CKE is given as
where ρ l is the bulk density of water and v L and v S are the terminal fall velocities of the large and small drops. ∆S denotes the decrease of surface energy ∆S = S T − S C . S T denotes the total surface energy
of the colliding drops and S C is the surface energy
of the coalesced system, σ is the surface tension of water.
For small d S -values, the total energy E T is small too, that is, in case of coalescence only a small amount of energy has to be dissipated. Thus, in this case we may assume that coalescence efficiency is large. Furthermore, numerical simulations with FS3D have shown that coalescence occurs much more often in case of small excentricities ε but only if the collision kinetic energy CKE is not too large. In case of large CKE almost all collisions result in breakup, i.e. coalescence efficiency tends to zero. The third case we have to pay attention for is the one occuring when the large and small incident drops are almost equal in size. In this case, 
Now, the exponential function is equal to one for CKE = 0 and tends to zero for large Weber numbers. The best fitting expression is
and is displayed in Fig. 1 and 2 . In Fig. 1 , the experimental results from LL82a are also included. 
SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
In this chapter, a parameterization is developed to calculate the size distributions of breakup fragments as function of fragment diameters for several collisions of drops of sizes d L and d S . From the simulation results, four different modes of breakup fragments are identified.
• The first mode denoted by 'i' characterizes drops of sizes near d L ,
• the second mode 'ii' contains drops of sizes near d S ,
• the third mode 'iii' describes slightly smaller drops and
• the fourth mode 'iv' contains drops of smallest sizes.
The average number of drops found in each mode In our new parameterization, the fourth mode is characterized through a log-normal distribution reading
where
From this, the average spectral number P iv (D) of fragments of the fourth mode is given as
The parameters σ iv and µ iv can be expressed as
where E and Var denote the mean and variance of the log-normal distribution. On the other hand, E and Var can be derived from the simulation results as E = D iv and Var = ∆D 2 iv /12. From the simulations D iv is approximated by a constant value = 0.04 cm and A iv and ∆D iv are approximated as
where k = 1.7 × 10 −2 and E T and S C are given in µJ, ∆D iv is given in cm. Simulated and calculated A iv and ∆D iv are correlated with correlation coefficients r = 0.91 and r = 0.93. The dependencies of simulated and calculated A iv and ∆D iv from E T and E 2 T /S C are shown in Fig. 3 .
The third mode is characterized through a normal distribution
Now, the average spectral number P iii (D) of fragments of the third mode is given as
Here, µ iii = D iii and σ 2 iii = ∆D 2 iii /12. Again, from simulations D iii is approximated as a constant with value D iii = 0.095 cm and A iii and ∆D iii are approximated as
E T and S C are given in µJ, ∆D iii is given in cm. In both cases, simulated and calculated A iii and ∆D iii are correlated with correlation coefficients r = 0.96. The dependencies of simulated and calculated A iii and ∆D iii from E 2 T /S C are shown in Fig. 4 . As for the third mode, the second mode is characterized through a normal distribution again
In this case, the average spectral number P ii (D) of fragments of the second mode is
From simulations the mean diameter is approxi-
A ii and ∆D ii are approximated as with h = 9.5 × 10 −7 and
with E T and S C in µJ and ∆D ii in cm. Simulated and calculated A ii and ∆D ii are correlated with correlation coefficients r = 0.73 and r = 0.91. The dependencies of simulated and calculated A ii and ∆D ii from E 2 T /S C are shown in Fig. 5 .
The first mode is characterized through a Dirac
and the average spectral number P i (D) of drops is the drops from modes 'ii', 'iii' and 'iv':
where the moments M 3 on the r.h.s. are given according to their distribution functions assumed by
Note that in this way a single drop remains with a diameter only slightly smaller than d L .
Now, the overall spectral number of breakup fragments is given as
and is displayed in Fig. 6 at the end of the paper for all 30 cases of different drop pairs of sizes d L and d S (in two cases coalescense efficiency is one, that is, no breakup fragments has been simulated). According to chapter 2, the average number of resulting drops is given by 27) and is given in Tab. 1. The overall number F of all resulting drops is then F = F b (1 − E c ) + E c .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, collision-induced breakup is investigated by application of the numerical simulation code FS3D. New parameterizations of coalescence efficiency as well as size distributions of fragment drops are developed on an extended basis of 32 different pairs of colliding drops of sizes 0 < d L < 0.5 cm and 0 < d S < 0.2 cm. Additionally, the new parameterization of coalescence efficiency fits quite well to the data of LL82a.
To increace accuracy of the parameterizations, further investigation should focus on increasing the number of simulations for each drop pair. Furthermore, it is needed to clarify the collision process for initial drop pairs of nearly the same size and to adjust the parameterization of coalescence efficiency to the new findings. fig. 11 of the companion paper of Schlottke et al. (2008) 
